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Abstract

Chemical composition of two-photon oxidized single-layer graphene is studied by micrometer X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Oxidized areas with a size of 2 x 2 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) are patterned on graphene by tightly focused femtosecond pulsed irradiation under air atmosphere. The degree of oxidation is controlled by varying the irradiation time. The samples are characterized by four wave mixing (FWM) imaging and Raman spectroscopy/imaging. Micrometer-XPS is used to study local chemical composition of
oxidized areas. XPS imaging shows good contrast between oxidized and non-oxidized areas. Gradual oxidation is observed from growth of signals attributed mainly to hydroxyl (C-OH) and epoxide (C-O-C) groups with a minor contribution of carboxylic groups. The highly oxidized areas are characterized by ~40 % of carbon atoms involved in hydroxyl and ~25 % in epoxide groups. The Raman peaks of oxidized graphene are relatively narrow indicating less disordered material than what is typically observed for graphene oxide.

1. Introduction

Graphene continues to be a topic of high interest with potential for development of novel applications. A major goal is to develop transparent, flexible electronics and photonics based on graphene. To this end, new methods are needed for controlled modification of the electronic properties of graphene. Chemical modification is a promising solution for this problem. Oxidized form of graphene, i.e. graphene oxide (GO) is particularly interesting in this regard since it can be readily made by chemical methods and it improves the solubility and processability of graphene enabling for example making of thin films. Other useful properties of GO include luminescence and semiconducting or insulating character, depending on the degree of oxidation. Additionally, GO can be reduced thermally or photothermally which can be exploited for device fabrication. Unfortunately, reduction of GO does not lead to pristine graphene but, instead, relatively high degree of oxidation remains in the material reducing electron mobility compared to pristine graphene. This behavior has been found also in molecular dynamics simulations. Thus, chemically produced GO is not optimal material for development of graphene based devices.

Recently, two-photon (2P) oxidation of graphene was demonstrated with sub-micrometer patterning capabilities. It was shown that by controlling the level of oxidation the local properties of graphene could be tuned. A band gap opening was demonstrated and a field effect transistor (FET) was fabricated with this all-optical method. Oxidation patterning can be conveniently followed by four wave mixing (FWM) imaging. These developments constitute the basis for direct laser writing of devices on single-layer graphene. In order to enable rational control of the electronic properties of graphene by 2P oxidation, detailed understanding of the oxidized material is needed. Previous AFM and Raman studies have shown that 2P oxidation proceeds by generation of point-like functionalized sites which grow into nanosized islands due to the oxidation rate being five orders of magnitude higher for the
site next to already oxidized site than for the pristine site. Finally, growing islands coalesce together when their size reaches ~30 nm. This mechanism is very interesting since it leads to two levels of control of the electronic properties of oxidized graphene. Irregular graphene network in between oxidized islands and the width distribution of the graphene channels determines the local band gap, which forms the first level of control. The second level is determined by the level of oxidation inside the islands at the point when they coalesce together forming relatively uniform GO material. Despite the rather detailed picture of the growth mechanism obtained from these studies, there is very limited knowledge on the chemical composition of the 2P oxidized graphene. Previously it was found that laser irradiation of graphene below ablation threshold produces oxygen-containing groups but more detailed information on the composition and formation dynamics is lacking.

In this work, we study the chemical composition of 2P oxidized graphene by combining laser fabrication, FWM imaging, Raman spectroscopy and micrometer-XPS. We show that 2P oxidation leads to formation of C-OH, C-O-C, and, as a minor species, COOH groups. Although the formed chemical groups are characteristic of GO, their relative abundance differs from chemically produced GO. Additionally, 2P oxidized graphene is structurally more ordered than chemically produced GO. The results enable rational design of chemical functionalization strategies for the 2P oxidized graphene which is expected to provide new opportunities for further tuning of the material properties and for sensor development.

2. Experimental

2.1 Sample preparation. A silicon chip with 300 nm SiO$_2$ and a monolayer of CVD grown graphene was purchased from Graphenea Inc. Using electron beam lithography and PMMA, a reference grid was patterned, with lines that are 1 μm wide and which defines a 10 by 10 matrix of squares, each 200 μm by 200 μm in size. Reactive ion etching was used to remove graphene from the bottom of the pattern before it was metallized using 2 nm Ti as adhesion layer and 30 nm Au on top. The chip was covered with an additional PMMA layer as protection, and then diced to a suitable size of 5 mm by 5 mm, before finalizing the patterning with lift-off procedure. The resulting reference grid allows positioning of the 2P oxidized pattern at a known location so that it can be found during characterization measurements.
2.2 FWM imaging and non-linear oxidation. Photo-oxidation and FWM imaging of the graphene sample was performed by using the output beams of two non-collinear optical parametric amplifiers (NOPAs, Orpheus-N, Light Conversion) that were pumped with an amplified femtosecond laser (Pharos-10, 600 kHz, Light Conversion). Group velocity dispersion of the pulses was pre-compensated by using prism pairs before guiding the beams on the sample through a high numerical aperture microscope objective (Nikon LU Plan ELWD 100x/0.80). The same objective was used for oxidation and FWM imaging. Detailed description of the laser setup can be found from our previous article.\textsuperscript{11}

Oxidations were carried out under ambient air using a laser beam of 540 nm laser pulses with 40 fs pulse duration, 13 pJ pulse energy and 600 kHz repetition rate. Oxidation patterns were formed by moving the sample with a XYZ-piezoscanner in 100 nm steps to produce 2x2 µm\textsuperscript{2} oxidized areas, i.e. each of the squares consists of 400 oxidation spots partially overlapping each other. Oxidation times were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 s/spot and five squares were oxidized with each time parameter forming an 8x5 matrix of oxidized areas. The separation of the adjacent areas is 2 µm. After oxidation, graphene was ablated along vertical and horizontal lines next to the oxidized area in order to mark the borders of the processed area. For ablation the pulse energy was increased to 70 pJ.

The patterned area was imaged by using FWM imaging. FWM imaging was performed by using two laser beams, with wavelengths 540 nm and 590 nm, 3 pJ/pulse energy and 600 kHz repetition rate. The two beams were adjusted to have spatial and temporal overlap on the sample. FWM signal was collected to backscattering direction and guided to a detector (single photon avalanche photodiode, SPCM-AQRH-14, Excelitas Technologies) by using optical filters. During FWM imaging the sample was kept under nitrogen purge.

2.3 Raman Imaging. Raman measurements were performed with a home-built Raman setup in a backscattering geometry using 532 nm excitation wavelength produced with CW single frequency laser (Alphalas, Monolas-532-100-SM). The beam was focused to a sample, and the signal subsequently collected with a 100x microscope objective (Olympus 100x with 0.70 N.A.). The scattered light was dispersed in a 0.5 m imaging spectrograph (Acton, SpectraPro 2500i) using 600 g/mm grating (resolution: 7-8 cm\textsuperscript{-1}). The signal was detected with an EMCCD camera (Andor Newton EM DU971N-BV) using 80 µm slit width. A beam splitter was placed between the objective and the spectrometer in order to observe the exact measurement point visually. The Rayleigh scattering was attenuated with an edge filter.
The sample positioning was done with a XYZ-piezoscanner (ThorLabs, NanoMax 300). Laser power of 1.5 mW was utilized and the mapping was conducted using 200 nm step size and 10 s accumulation times in a 4 µm x 20 µm area.

2.4 XPS imaging. XPS imaging was performed at the SPEM end station of beamline 09A1 at National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan). The soft X-ray beam with photon energy of 380 eV was focused with Fresnel zone-plate optics to achieve spatial resolution of 100 nm. The photon energy was calibrated with the core-level line of Au at binding energy (BE) 84 eV. The overall energy resolution is better than 100 meV, and the experiments were conducted near 296 K.

3. Results

3.1 FWM imaging. A schematic illustration of the arrangement of the irradiated areas and the irradiation times is shown in Figure 1(a) and a FWM image of an oxidized sample is shown in Figure 1(b). The oxidized squares are clearly visible due to the decrease of the FWM signal upon oxidation. The most weakly oxidized squares are hardly visible in the upper part of the Figure. It can also be seen that the trend of increasing oxidation from top to bottom is not entirely monotonous throughout the sample since there are some squares which are more weakly oxidized than the squares above them. This may be due to variation in irradiation conditions during patterning. The bright small spots and lines are due to irregularities in graphene, such as double layers, folds etc.
Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the matrix of rectangular areas formed by irradiating graphene with femtosecond laser pulses. Each row has a different irradiation time specified on the right. The five columns are made with the same irradiation parameters. (b) FWM image of a 2P oxidized graphene sample. The oxidized spots are visible as dark areas due to diminishing FWM signal upon oxidation. (c) Raman image of the area shown in the FWM image (b) by vertical dashed lines. The ratio of the intensities of the D and G bands is plotted in the image.

3.2 Raman imaging/spectroscopy. Representative patterned areas were scanned with Raman spectroscopy and an image was constructed representing the ratio of peak heights of the D and the G band, I(D)/I(G). Raman image of a portion of the sample is shown in Figure 1(c). The oxidized squares are clearly visible in the Raman image due to the growth of the D-band upon oxidation.

Representative Raman spectra from non-irradiated and from irradiated areas of graphene are shown in Figure 2(a). Oxidation is evident by the strong growth of the D-band, broadening and shift of the bands, appearance of the D’ band, and decrease of the 2D band. Single Lorentzian functions were fitted to the 2D and D bands, and two Lorentzians were used for the G band in order to take into account the quickly emerging D’ band at ~1620 cm$^{-1}$. In unprocessed graphene, 2D, G and D bands were centered at approximately 2693 cm$^{-1}$, 1593
cm⁻¹ and 1355 cm⁻¹, respectively. The height ratio of the 2D and G bands was 1.17 and a single Lorentzian with a width of 29 cm⁻¹ was fitted almost perfectly to the 2D band, fulfilling the crucial signature of single layer graphene.¹⁵ For the starting material the Lorentzian fit did not represent the D band equally well as for the oxidized material. However, the height of the D band was captured reasonably well.

Representative Raman spectra of the D, G, and D’ bands are shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c). The I(D)/I(G) ratio as a function of irradiation time is shown in Fig. 2(d). The highest I(D)/I(G) ratio occurs at 0.3s (2,8) after which it declines, ending at 1.25 at 1.0 s. At 0.8 s the intensities of all the bands are decreasing with respect to the silicon peak (of the substrate) at ~1000 cm⁻¹, indicating that the material is partially degrading. Comparison of spectra collected from different oxidation areas showed broadening of all major bands upon oxidation, changing approximately from 29 to 43 cm⁻¹, 11 to 42 cm⁻¹ and 25 to 44 cm⁻¹ for 2D, G and D bands, respectively. The D band width was determined from the 0.1s oxidation spot because in non-irradiated graphene it was too weak.

Figure 2. (a) Raman spectra of non-irradiated area of graphene (grey) and area irradiated with 0.3 s irradiation time (red). (b) D-band at different irradiation times indicated in the Figure. (c) G and D’ bands at different irradiation times. The spectra are normalized to the
maximum of the G-band. (d) Plot of the I(D)/I(G) ratio as a function of irradiation time. The points are average values of 3 – 5 individual spectra measured from the center of the irradiated area.

3.3 Micro-XPS. XPS spectra of non-oxidized and oxidized graphene are shown in Figure 3. The spectrum of oxidized graphene is obtained from the heavily oxidized square on the right bottom corner pattern of Fig. 1 (1.0 s/point). The spectra are fitted with multiple mixed Gaussian and Lorentzian functions in order to deconvolute contributions from different chemical groups which have different chemical shifts. The spectra were successfully fitted by using C=C, C-C, C-OH, C-O-C and COOH groups and their energetic positions are indicated in Fig.3. The main observation is that upon oxidation, several new chemical groups are produced due to a photochemical process and simultaneously carbon belonging to pristine graphene is consumed. Different spectral channels are marked in Fig. 3 with numbers 6 – 11 and these areas were later used for imaging and kinetic analysis.

![Figure 3. XPS spectra of non-oxidized (below) and oxidized (above) graphene. The fitted spectral components are shown in the Figure. The energies of the components are: C=C](image-url)
(284.4 eV), C-C (285.0 eV), C-OH (286.4 eV), C-O-C (287.1 eV), COOH (288.6 eV). The channels used in imaging are indicated by colored stripes and the channel numbers are given on top of the upper panel.

An XPS image of the sample is shown in Figure 4(a). The image was generated by plotting the ratio of channels 8 and 11 in order to emphasize the difference produced by irradiation. It is clearly seen that oxidation is localized in the irradiated areas and the image corresponds well with the FWM image in Fig. 1(b). The intensity profile along the vertical line marked by two arrows in Fig. 4(a) is plotted on the right hand side of the XPS image and it shows qualitative correlation with the trend in the irradiation dose, which increases from top to bottom. The evolution of the XPS spectrum as a function of the irradiation dose is presented in Fig. 4(b) along with the fits. The 0.1 s point is not shown due to small difference to the reference graphene. It is seen that the most dramatic change in the chemical composition takes place between spectra 5 and 6 from the top corresponding to the irradiation times of 0.5 and 0.6 s.

**Figure 4.** (a) XPS image of the photo-oxidized sample. The ratio of channels 8 and 11 (see Fig. 3) is plotted. The intensity profile along the line shown in the XPS image is shown on the right of the XPS image. (b) XPS spectra from squares irradiated with different doses.
The evolution of the chemical composition as a function of irradiation time is shown in Figure 5. The plots were generated for each chemical group by taking an average of the fitted amplitude from three columns (1, 2 and 4). Between irradiation times of 0.5 and 0.6 s, there is a dramatic increase of hydroxyl (OH) and epoxide (C-O-C) groups and a decrease of carbon double bonds corresponding to pristine graphene. The rate of change levels off at longer irradiation times and there is no significant change of the OH group signal between 0.8 s and 1 s. In the end of the irradiation, about 70% of carbon atoms are involved in functionalized groups. The proportion of carboxylic groups is highest after 0.8 s irradiation, being 3.3% with an error margin of 1%. There is ~1% of carboxylic acid groups already in the pristine sample.

![Chemical composition of photo-oxidized graphene](image)

**Figure 5.** Chemical composition of photo-oxidized graphene analyzed from three columns (1, 2, 4) of the irradiation pattern (see Fig. 1) by taking an average for each row.

### 4. Discussion

The purpose of the present study is to analyze the chemical composition of 2P oxidized graphene. The two-photon nature of the oxidation process was previously deduced from the dependence of the FWM signal decay rate on the laser power.\textsuperscript{11} The sample fabrication was designed in such a way that oxidation was localized in well-defined square patterns and the irradiation dose was varied systematically. The pattern was successfully made as seen in the
FWM image of Fig. 1(b). The Raman image of Fig. 1(c) is compatible with the FWM data. The Raman spectra show increase of the I(D)/I(G) ratio upon irradiation, which can be explained by functionalization of graphene, which changes the hybridization state of carbon from sp² to sp³. The I(D)/I(G) ratio grows maximally to the value of ~2.8 for 0.3 s irradiation time and decreases after that. The peak widths remain narrow only up to the irradiation time of 0.1 s and broaden after that (see Fig. 2). These observations can be explained by the model of Lucchese et al. which relates the Raman spectral features to the defect density.¹⁶ By analyzing the The I(D)/I(G) ratio we obtain that the defect density reaches a level of ~10¹³ cm⁻² for irradiation time of 0.3 s and after that the density further increases and the material becomes structurally more disordered as evidenced by decreasing I(D)/I(G) ratio and broadening of the Raman peaks. Despite the broadening, the peak widths are remarkably narrow for highly oxidized graphene. The widths remain much narrower compared to chemically oxidized graphene even up to the highest oxidation levels. For example, in Ref. ¹⁷, the width of the G-band varied between 45 – 124 cm⁻¹, depending on the level of oxidation, whereas in our case the maximum width is 42 cm⁻¹. The width of the D-band is maximally 43 cm⁻¹ in our samples whereas the width in chemically produced GO is typically more than 100 cm⁻¹.⁴,¹⁷ Smaller peak width indicates that 2P oxidation yields less disordered material than chemical oxidation.

The key results in this study are the XPS data. The main observation is that C-OH- and C-O-C-groups are formed in 2P-oxidation. The amount of carboxylic groups is very low throughout oxidation. It is not surprising that hydroxyl and epoxide groups are formed since they are typical constituents of graphene oxide.¹⁷,¹⁸ However, the proportion of different chemical groups is different from chemically produced graphene oxide.¹⁷ In 2P oxidized graphene the proportion of hydroxyl groups remains larger than the proportion of epoxide groups at all stages while in chemically produced GO, epoxide groups dominate at heavily oxidized material.¹⁷ In addition, for 2P oxidized graphene carboxylic groups remain a minor species throughout the oxidation while its amount in chemically produced GO is similar to OH and epoxide groups.¹⁷ This may indicate that in 2P oxidation the carbon network remains unbroken throughout the oxidation since it is widely believed that carboxylic groups are located on the edges of graphene flakes.¹⁸,¹⁹ There is prior evidence that photochemical oxidation of graphene yields structurally good quality material. Mulyana et al. oxidized graphene by UV/ozone treatment which resulted in homogeneous oxidation with C-O-
containing groups.\textsuperscript{20} Oxidized graphene could be reduced back with UV irradiation in the absence of ozone with a good degree of reversibility.

The XPS and Raman observations indicate that not only chemical composition but also structure of 2P oxidized graphene is different from the chemically produced GO. Thus, 2P oxidation yields a new composition and structure of GO and this could be important from the point of view of development of applications. In particular, the results indicate that 2P oxidation has the advantage of tunability of the hydroxyl/epoxide ratio, while still keeping the structural integrity of the material. In contrast, while chemically produced GO allows tuning of the hydroxyl and epoxide ratio in wide range, it usually leads to more disordered structure as indicated by large peak widths in Raman and by the presence of carboxylic groups. Oxidative patterning can also be performed by scanning probe lithography (SPL) but also in that case the broadness of Raman peaks indicates high structural disorder of the resulting material.\textsuperscript{21}

Formation of OH groups indicates that water is involved in the photochemical oxidation mechanism. This is in agreement with several studies that have reported adsorption of oxygen on graphene assisted by water.\textsuperscript{22-25} Additionally, it has been found that water plays a role in photoinduced electrostatic doping of graphene, which also involves oxygen.\textsuperscript{22-25}

It is interesting that the main phase of oxidation occurs relatively sharply after a slower initial period. This can be seen in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the Raman data shows rapid increase in the I(D)/I(G) ratio at 0.2 s – 0.3 s irradiation time indicating that the main oxidation phase (0.5 – 0.6 s) is preceded by a phase during which the defect density reaches \(10^{13}\) cm\(^{-2}\). At this stage the formation of the more disordered phase begins. Further insight and support to this is provided by our previous study where it was found that 2P oxidation proceeds by growth of nanoislands of oxidized regions until they coalesce together.\textsuperscript{13} The coalescence of islands occurs when their size reaches \(~30\) nm. Before coalescence, the islands do not progress into highly disordered phase but remain in a state having relatively low “defect” density. It should be noted that “defects” correspond to functionalized (oxidized) sites. The present study shows that after coalescence of islands, corresponding to full consumption of non-oxidized areas of graphene, the degree of oxidation increases rapidly and this explains the XPS observation of strong increase of oxidized groups after initial slow phase. Now, the full picture of the 2P oxidation mechanism can be formulated: Oxidation starts from point-like functionalizations which occur at sites where oxygen, probably assisted by water, is adsorbed on graphene.
Initial oxidized areas grow faster than initiation of new sites leading to island-like growth. In this phase, the density of functionalized (i.e. oxidized) sites inside the islands is relatively low. After islands grow large enough (~30 nm) and coalesce together, the degree of functionalization increases rapidly (0.5 – 0.6 s stage) leading to fast increase in the proportion of mostly hydroxyl and epoxide groups. Final composition with respect to carbon atoms is approximately 40 % C-OH, 25 % C-O-C, a few per cent of COOH, and the rest being non-functionalized graphene-like material.

The present results are important for understanding the mechanism of 2P oxidation of graphene and for developing the method further for all-optical device fabrication. Furthermore, identification of the chemical groups present in the oxidized materials enables designing strategies for further functionalization of oxidized graphene. This is particularly interesting from the point of view of developing sensor applications.

5. Conclusions

Chemical composition of two-photon oxidized graphene is studied by micro-XPS. Samples containing locally oxidized areas are fabricated with systematic variation of the irradiation dose. XPS analysis shows that functionalization occurs and the main formed groups are hydroxyl (OH) and epoxide (C-O-C) with a few per cent of carboxylic (COOH) groups being observed. The kinetics of functionalization shows sigmoidal behavior with slow initial phase followed by a fast functionalization phase followed by saturation. The fast phase is preceded by reaching a defect (functionalization) density of ~10^{13} cm^{-2} and coalescence of nanosized oxidized islands, characterized previously. In the final composition roughly 40 % of carbon atoms are involved in hydroxyl groups and 25 % of carbon atoms are involved in epoxide groups. This composition is markedly different from chemically produced graphene oxide, which typically contains higher proportion of epoxide groups and lower proportion of hydroxyl groups for highly oxidized material. The presence of hydroxyl groups indicates that water has an important role in the oxidation mechanism. Remarkably, the G- and D-bands in the Raman spectrum remain relatively narrow up to high oxidation levels indicating structural integrity and modest disorder. The benefits of two-photon oxidation include capability to make patterns and to tune the level of oxidation as well as the hydroxyl to epoxide ratio, while maintaining high structural quality of oxidized graphene. The results are important for the development of electronic devices and sensors from graphene.
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